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Dear consumers!

Thank you for paying attention to the products of our company.

"Nucon" company incorporates a team of qualified specialists, working at the

market of electrotechnical and electronic products in Russia for more than 10 years.

For a long time, while being engaged with delivery of components and equipment

in this market area, we have been observing the growing demand for high�quality

capacitors.

As a result of studying leading companies' world experience in this area � on the

one hand, and particular features of national market � on the other hand, an idea

leaped into our mind to create high�technology and up�to�date products, to the maxi�

mum adapted to the needs of Russian consumer.

The main competitive advantages of "Nucon" company are the following:

High production volume, which is obtained by means of advanced tech�

nologies and most up�to�date equipment;

Multi�stage quality control system, allowing to make products correspon�

ding to the world standards;

Wide nomenclature of manufactured products;

Flexible pricing policy;

Individual approach to each customer.

On the pages of this catalogue you can find a list of products being manufactured

by Ltd. "Nucon", as well as receive information:

— about main raw materials and production materials;

— about main technological cycle organization principles;

— about equipment being used;

— about quality control system.



Gas�discharge lamp principle of

operation is based upon the mainte�

nance by the electric converter of

the arc, which makes inert gas glow. 

This load type has a bigger

inductance, whereby an increased

current consumption takes place. 

In order to decrease current

consumption, as well as to increase

power factor of lighting techniques,

it's necessary to introduce a capaci�

tor into the circuit.

Capacitor using allows to

increase power factor up to the

value of   0,9.

There are several types of gas�

discharge lamps compensation.

1. Capacitor connection parallel

to the power system (Fig. 1). This

type of connection is most frequent�

ly used by the manufacturers of the

lighting equipment.

2. Capacitor connection in seri�

es with the power system (Fig.2).

This type of compensation has its

advantages and disadvantages. The

main advantage is that in this case

there is no glimmering effect. And

the disadvantage is that the capaci�

tor is subject to high load due to res�

onance arising between choke and

capacitor. That's why capacitors of

this type are produced for rated

voltage 450 V.

Balancing capacitors K78�99 are used for power fac�
tor correction of electromagnetic chokes of gas�dis�
charge lamps and transformers in electric mains with
frequency of 50�60 Hz.

APPLICATION AREA

Capacitor connec�
tion parallel to

power system

Fig. 1

Capacitor connec�
tion in series with

power system

Fig. 2



RECOMMENDATIONS



One of the most complicated
and critical operations is the wind�
ing of sections.

This winding is performed on

precision Swiss equipment, which

automatically controls the film ten�

sion, adjusts the margin between its

layers and executes elimination of

air from the intersection areas. The

advantage of this technology con�

sists in capacitor capacity stability

in case of large�series production,

nonsusceptibility of the film to elec�

trochemical oxidation, loss tangent

decrease and, consequently,

increase of capacitor service life and

its operational reliability.

In order to improve capacitor

parameters and for their stabiliza�

tion we have to perform electric
cleaning of sections. This is a com�

plicated process of applying step

voltage to the products in order to

eliminate micro�defects.  

This process takes place on the

automated line using intelligent

precision measuring equipment.

Production process consists of many complicated
operations.

Capacitor assembling and final testing.
Automated assembly process integrates all mechanical, assembling,

measuring and final�sorting processes that replace labor�consuming manu�

al operations. After the assembly capacitors are subject to 100% electronic

quality inspection with respect to capacity, loss tangent, electrical

strength.

Capacitor manufac�
turing is a complicated
and labor�consuming
process, requiring high�
performance and unique
equipment and, conse�
quently, high�skilled
personnel.

The whole production pro�

cess at our factory is fully auto�

mated. The automated line is

based on the newest develop�

ments of leading foreign compa�

nies in this area. Engineers and

designers of our company are

constantly working on improve�

ment of production cycle and

quality of finished products.

Continuous cooperation takes

place with Russian institutes in

the area of capacitor produc�

tion, as well as active coopera�

tion with progressive companies

abroad specialized on produc�

tion of equipment for capacitor

manufacturing.

PRODUCTS QUALITY



Fully automated system of
electric�arc spraying of zinc on

the end faces of sections,

German production, possesses

unique characteristics. Tempe�

rature of the particles being

sprayed is maintained on the low

level, which prevents the dam�

age of capacitor sensitive film.

The particle size in a strictly

defined range, adjustable spray�

ing angle and high precision of

its application determine quali�

ty contact of sprayed zinc layers

and metallized film layers. As a

consequence, the loss tangent

will be minimum, which ensures

capacitor reliable functioning.

The main advantage
of our production con�
sists in full automation
of quality control pro�
cesses. This is achieved
by usage of precise
measuring instruments,
controlled by "Siemens"
processor.

Automatic line is
designed to work in
continuous triple�shift
ope�ration mode.

SPECIFICATIONS



Due to using this film, a capaci�

tor section becomes resistant to

atmospheric oxidation, increase of

capacitor reliability takes place, as

well as increase of stability of its

parameters within the whole service

life. 

Film metallization layer is very

thin (about 10�50 nm), that's why in

case of a breakdown between the

capacitor plates electric energy

vaporizes metal around the dam�

aged point and thus prevents the

short circuit.

This effect is called self�heal�
ing. 

Self�healing increases capacitor

service life, eliminating a possibili�

ty of short circuit and product fail�

ure.

When producing our products, we use expensive high�quality materi�

als. During the production process we use special thin�walled metallized
film of leading foreign companies, compliant with IEC 60674 standard.

OUR ADVANTAGES

Our enterprise quali�
ty control service per�
forms 100% inspection
of materials, entering
the production. By fol�
lowing all the modifica�
tions taking place on
raw material market, by
analyzing information,
we choose all the best,
available at foreign raw
material market.



When manufacturing our products we use most

up�to�date materials. One of the new developments

in the area of metallized film is presented by the

zinc heavy edge. As a consequence of this innova�

tion, we obtain a tighter contact between the section

metallized layers and capacitor terminals, due to

which we minimize such a critical capacitor parame�

ter as a loss tangent.

Usage of special eco�friendly compounds of

leading western manufacturers, corresponding to V�

I class of UL 94 standard, provides perfect heat

resistance, section outer layers strength, thus pro�

tecting capacitors against atmospheric pressure and

humidity influence, and imparts high mechanical

properties.

Capacity stability and capacitor electric

strength depend on the quality of hard, specially

balanced, thermally normalized, chemically stable

plastic core, on which the capacitor section is

wound.

The capacitor case is made of high�quality and

mechanically strong plastic, which is fully fire safe.
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